
„GAS-TRANSmitter DGS 510 – Cd”

 High stability and sensitivity
 Temperature compensation
 Metal case
 Current output

1. GENERAL DESCRIPTION

„GAS-TRANSmitter DGS 510 – EXP” is purposed as a
measuring sensor for gas detectors “GAS ALARM DG510/XX” and “GAS ALARM DG910/XX”
series. The transmitter can be used with other gas detectors in strict compliance with its technical
specifications. It is designed to detect wide range of explosive gases and vapors. The transmitter is
explosion-proof (Ex d) and can be used in zone 1 and 2. There is explosion-proof mark on the label.
Missing of this mark means that the transmitter is not attested and can not be used in potentially
explosive atmospheres.

Operation of the transmitter depends on the sensor and it is based on catalytic combustion,
thermal conductivity, or electrochemical reaction. By diffusion through a sinter filter the observed
gas reaches the sensor element and causes change of its electrical characteristics. The resulting
signal is amplified, scaled and converted to electric current. The effect of moisture, temperature and
pressure are compensated which allows detection of lower concentrations providing the ability of an
early alarm. All the electronic components are mounted in a metal box providing easy installation
and optimal protection against environmental influences and electromagnetic interference.

The transmitter working position is vertically, the sinter filter must be down side.

2. TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

Power supply 12 - 24V DC
Gas detected CH4, LPG, H2, C2H5OH, (CH3)2CO, C2H4, C6H14, and

other gases and vapors.
Sensor Catalytic, NDIR
Range written on the label
Output 4-20mA
Response time (t - 90%) depending on the sensor
Dimensions 85 х 35 х 35mm
Weight 140g
Protection IP65
Working temperature -20 до +50 °С
Relative humidity 0-90%, non-condesing
Explosion-proof II 2G Ex d IIC T6 Gb
Standards EN60079-0:2009, EN60079-1:2007
АТЕХ certificates No: МР 13 АТЕХ 0126 X

МР 13 АТЕХ 0127СТ
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